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FANTASTIC LOCATION  
* 1 bedroom apartment  
* Wyndham Resort in the midst of Surfers Paradise 
* Spectacular views all the way down to Coolangatta from its wrap around balcony 
* Large modern open plan kitchen and lounge  
* Separate laundry and Bathroom  
* Large bedroom that also has ocean views 
* Complex has bar/cafe facilities alongside a stunning outdoor beach pool and gym 
* Close to all the attractions of Beach, shops, light rail, amusements and restaurants 
* Currently rented at $375 per week 
* THIS IS AN IDEAL APARTMENT FOR INVESTORS 
 
Inspect Today! Call Glen on 0400 017 994 to arrange your viewing 

 

 

     If you think of selling your property please contact: 

 

 

Peter O’Donnell – Sales Ipswich 

0418 737 381 

peter.o’donnell@eldersrealestate.co

Glen Rose 

0400 017 994 

glen.rose@eldersrealestate.com.au 

 

Double the Opportunity - GREAT Duplex Deal 

Three Bedroom: - 

* Single garage with internal access  

* Two way bathroom to the main bedroom 

* Galley style kitchen 

* Covered outdoor area 

* Fully fenced rear yard 

* Reverse cycle air conditioning to lounge 

 

Realistic and motivated owners willing to listen to the market and 

will consider all reasonable offers. Call Peter now on 0418 737 381 

Two Bedroom: - 

* Single garage with internal access 

* Corner spa bath 

* Open plan dining / kitchen / lounge 

* Fully fenced large rear yard 

* Reverse cycle air conditioner  

* New paint and carpet 

ELDERS COOMERA HAVE ALL YOU’RE BUYING, SELLING 

AND PROPERTY MANAGEMENT NEEDS COVERED!! WE 

OFFER NO OBLIGATION FREE MARKET APPRAISALS!  

TAKE US UP ON THIS OFFER TODAY!! 

 



 

. 

Whilst Elders Coomera has a policy for 

water consumption, there are occasions when the prepayment does not cover the 

usage. 

 

The onus is on you THE OWNER to regularly send to us, your water bill so that we 

can reconcile water usage against prepayments made 

 

QCAT has numerous rulings stating that they will look back 6 MONTHS in 

determining amounts owed for water usage.

   

THE MESSAGE IS CLEAR 

Words from the Principal
What a fantastic summer in Real Estate in South East Queensland, h

values. As the southern markets peak and taper off, our market is continuing to move modestly in a upward 

direction. Expectations are for modest growth to continue up to the 2018 Commonwealth Games and beyond. 

Rental demand remains very strong, with 2.5% to 3% PA increases across most areas. The exception being 

where new residential estates are coming on line, rental growth tends to stagnate. As we move into autumn, 

the market traditionally slows down and we expect t

 

If time is approaching for you to divest your property, please call Peter O’Donnell or myself to give you an 

HONEST and ACCURATE appraisal of what your property is worth as well as the best strategy to get the highest 

dollar for you. 

 

Enjoy your Easter Break!! 

Glen Rose - Principal  

An agent’s role: To be a ‘great negotiator’
One thing that generally goes hidden from property owners is the negotiation processes that real estate 

teams puts in to achieve the best possible result. 

perspective, the aspect of negotiating on behalf

real estate agency. While there is a certain amount of technique in finding the ideal purchaser or tenant for a 

property, it has to be said that particularly when markets are subdued, the efforts o

negotiations is what really has us earning our keep. It is one of the reasons why it is so important for property 

owners to use a well-established, local agency. Having the strength of local knowledge gives agency personnel 

the power to negotiate the best deal possible as well as giving owners useful, well informed advice. It’s 

something that should never be under

you have a benchmark from which to work. It’s one of the thin

and websites on real estate that are currently in abundance. These portals are a guide for giving basic 

information on trends, but obviously they can’t give good local knowledge based advice 

best deal possible for a client – nor can they undertake inspections or handle the issues and problems that 

sometimes arise, nor explain the Residential Tenancy Act to a tenant, and nor do they have ready access to 

the tradespeople who will act promptly 

of this is what we believe makes our Agency personnel great negotiators above all else.

  

 

Water Usage  
Whilst Elders Coomera has a policy for tenants to make weekly prepayment for 

water consumption, there are occasions when the prepayment does not cover the 

The onus is on you THE OWNER to regularly send to us, your water bill so that we 

can reconcile water usage against prepayments made by the tenant.

QCAT has numerous rulings stating that they will look back 6 MONTHS in 

determining amounts owed for water usage. 

THE MESSAGE IS CLEAR – SEND IT IN OR MISS OUT!

Words from the Principal 
summer in Real Estate in South East Queensland, high levels of demand and rising property 

values. As the southern markets peak and taper off, our market is continuing to move modestly in a upward 

direction. Expectations are for modest growth to continue up to the 2018 Commonwealth Games and beyond. 

l demand remains very strong, with 2.5% to 3% PA increases across most areas. The exception being 

where new residential estates are coming on line, rental growth tends to stagnate. As we move into autumn, 

the market traditionally slows down and we expect the same to occur this year. 

If time is approaching for you to divest your property, please call Peter O’Donnell or myself to give you an 

HONEST and ACCURATE appraisal of what your property is worth as well as the best strategy to get the highest 

An agent’s role: To be a ‘great negotiator’
One thing that generally goes hidden from property owners is the negotiation processes that real estate 

teams puts in to achieve the best possible result. In fact, from both a property management

negotiating on behalf of the owner is probably the prime reason for employing a

real estate agency. While there is a certain amount of technique in finding the ideal purchaser or tenant for a 

property, it has to be said that particularly when markets are subdued, the efforts o

negotiations is what really has us earning our keep. It is one of the reasons why it is so important for property 

established, local agency. Having the strength of local knowledge gives agency personnel 

gotiate the best deal possible as well as giving owners useful, well informed advice. It’s 

something that should never be under-estimated. When you’ve sold or leased other comparable properties, 

you have a benchmark from which to work. It’s one of the things that are not covered on the various portals 

and websites on real estate that are currently in abundance. These portals are a guide for giving basic 

information on trends, but obviously they can’t give good local knowledge based advice 

nor can they undertake inspections or handle the issues and problems that 

sometimes arise, nor explain the Residential Tenancy Act to a tenant, and nor do they have ready access to 

the tradespeople who will act promptly to solve something that might need fixing. The skill set of balancing all 

of this is what we believe makes our Agency personnel great negotiators above all else.

tenants to make weekly prepayment for 

water consumption, there are occasions when the prepayment does not cover the 

The onus is on you THE OWNER to regularly send to us, your water bill so that we 

by the tenant. 

QCAT has numerous rulings stating that they will look back 6 MONTHS in 

SEND IT IN OR MISS OUT! 

igh levels of demand and rising property 

values. As the southern markets peak and taper off, our market is continuing to move modestly in a upward 

direction. Expectations are for modest growth to continue up to the 2018 Commonwealth Games and beyond. 

l demand remains very strong, with 2.5% to 3% PA increases across most areas. The exception being 

where new residential estates are coming on line, rental growth tends to stagnate. As we move into autumn, 

If time is approaching for you to divest your property, please call Peter O’Donnell or myself to give you an 

HONEST and ACCURATE appraisal of what your property is worth as well as the best strategy to get the highest 

An agent’s role: To be a ‘great negotiator’ 
One thing that generally goes hidden from property owners is the negotiation processes that real estate 

In fact, from both a property management and a sales 

probably the prime reason for employing a 

real estate agency. While there is a certain amount of technique in finding the ideal purchaser or tenant for a 

property, it has to be said that particularly when markets are subdued, the efforts our team put into 

negotiations is what really has us earning our keep. It is one of the reasons why it is so important for property 

established, local agency. Having the strength of local knowledge gives agency personnel 

gotiate the best deal possible as well as giving owners useful, well informed advice. It’s 

estimated. When you’ve sold or leased other comparable properties, 

gs that are not covered on the various portals 

and websites on real estate that are currently in abundance. These portals are a guide for giving basic 

information on trends, but obviously they can’t give good local knowledge based advice - nor negotiate the 

nor can they undertake inspections or handle the issues and problems that 

sometimes arise, nor explain the Residential Tenancy Act to a tenant, and nor do they have ready access to 

to solve something that might need fixing. The skill set of balancing all 

of this is what we believe makes our Agency personnel great negotiators above all else. 


